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About This Video
About the experience:
“Explore your surroundings and dive deep into an ancient cave system. Follow the drone and discover the horrific truth about
the darkest of all places... “
SONAR is a new kind of cinematic entertainment, striking a balance between traditional movie making and interactive media.
The short film is a fully immersive, slow paced, 3D-360° computer-generated virtual reality experience at 4k resolution and
60fps.
About the production:
SONAR was created by Philipp Maas and Dominik Stockhausen at Filmakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg in Ludwigsburg,
Germany, during the summer term of 2014. The original score was written by Alexander Maas, who also did the sounddesign
and mixing. Production started in May and finished at the end of July 2014.
The initial concept of a classical scifi-horror short in the cinemascope screening format was turned upside down as we got our
hands on the Oculus Rift DK1.
Immediately hooked by the technology and its creative potential, we were eager to produce the first VR short film at the
Filmakademie.
Advancing our workflow for VR productions, we updated the project in 2015 to high-resolution, omni-directional stereoscopic
3D and 60fps as well as spatial audio.
It was released shortly after our Sundance premiere in february 2016 on the Oculus GearVR Store and it is now coming to
Google Daydream and SteamVR.
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Title: SONAR - A Virtual Reality Experience
Production:
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg GmbH
Distributor:
Philipp Maas - SCOPE - Virtual Content Studio
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2016
Country: Germany
Video Resolution: 3840x1536(0.2GB)
360 Format: Stereo, Equirectangular
Audio: Stereo
Running Time: 6 minutes
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English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese,Danish,Finnish,Greek,Japanese,Korea
n,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Swedish,Thai,Czech,Turkish
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sonar - a virtual reality experience
Good game, deserve to buy in 2 yuan, do not worth 18 yuan at all:p
. So much fun, easy to play. when I got the game my son and I played till we unlocked every gun. I highly recommend this game.
Who knew cartoon cutouts of zombies could be so terrifying lol.. I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive who made this
awesome game 'Killing Floor! :Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:. Childhood nostalgia. Easily among the worst entries that the genre has ever seen. It
doesn't try to bring ANYTHING new to the table, features graphics that are poor even for the "last generation", a research tree
that is both short and unimaginative, a combat system that neither requires thought or tactics, and feels rushed to its June
released date. The media system, something supposedly unique to GI, is boring and provides no thrill WHATSOEVER to
gameplay.
A better game can be found in Sword of the Stars 1, Horizon, StarDrive 2, Galactic Civilizations 2 (2 because its graphics are on
par with Galactic Inheritors, despite it being released 10+ years ago), GalCiv 3 (head and shoulders above, but much more
expensive), and the list could go on. Don't waste your money on this "phoned-in" game.. The official anti-social DLC pack. If
you use these items, you never have to put any effort into your friendships, everyone just loves you no matter how much you
neglect them. I need some of these for my IRL friendships tbh. I cant get this out of my library, it is so annoying ........
is there a way to remove it from steam? I cant seem to find one.
. Just when you think you get a break and can get a leg up a bunch of runners pop up from sewers nearby and next card drawn
gives them extra turn. Runners proceed to feast on our team's shredded corpses... another attempt at clearing mission 01 bites
the dust.
The game is really well done, game mechanics is well balanced (towards zombies :) ) and it really plays into atmosphere of what
zombie apocalypse should feel like!. The reason im giving this game a positive thumb is because is FUN in really young ages.
give this to a 9-12 years old kid and they'll like it. Other than that its just a game!
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IT WAS GOOD I LICKED IT A LITTEL HARD TO USE THO BUT A GRATE GAM I WOULD US A CONTROLLER
THO. A very funny game about mashup movie characters arguing. The game delivers that "one more turn" feeling. There are
challenging encounters, especially if you don't prioritise the "priority" missions.. One of the most fun and original puzzle games
I have played in a long time. As a mafia hitman it's your job to eliminate all human targets on the screen using a limited supply
of bullets. One has to try and kill said targets by ricocheting bullets off various surfaces in order to directly kill as many targets
as possible or by setting off objects such as explosive barrels, mines, bowlingballs, crates etc. that will then go about doing their
nasty business.
The game comes with 100 puzzles that start of really simple but get increasinlgy more difficult if you're a completionist like me
and want to try and get a full 3-star rating on every assignment (as long as you kill every target you will automatically move on to
the next puzzle regardless of how many stars you earn).
The sound effects are fine, the music is a bit repetitive but soothing and graphically it's simple but fits the theme perfectly. Yet
it's the gameplay where it's truly at: For the price this game is extremely good value for money.. Adorable side scroller. Decent
level of difficulty. Definitley a game I'll replay a bunch.. Very nice, short game.
I enjoyed it much.
Pro's:
- Great atmosphere
- Cool story
- Good puzzles
- Graphics are abolutely ok for that game
- Cool soundtrack
Contra's:
- A bit too short (I really enjoyed it!)
- Controls are a bit clumsy
- Repeating dialogs: E.g. "someone" tells you again that "someone" arrived, even after you already went further (Don't want to
spoiler here too much)
I hope the author will create more episodes! I'd buy them all!
Please keep going your great work! I appreciate it :). I wanted to like this game but playing it on the Normal difficulty, the game
is punishing for the wrong reasons. The very first enemy is so badly made it's laughable. Your character's combat is responsive
to a degree, everything does indeed work from her combo to countering, However the very first enemy has these options:
- Teleporting while being combo'd by you
- Teleporting while it's attacking you
- Teleporting after being parried, thus showing your counterattack doesn't even have iframes because it can smack you out of it
If the first enemy of the game has this bs, I can only imagine what the rest of the game has. I don't mind difficulty, but this isn't
making the game difficult because you don't feel as though you lost through fault of your own, it's like fighting a Guilty Gear
character using a vanilla Street Fighter II character, it's not enjoyable and I'm guessing there's some sort of way to exploit the
enemy AI in order to beat it "easily" but that's not enjoyable either. I can't recommend this game until the developer looks into
this issue. Age of Barbarian has more polish than this.
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